Photoregulating of Stretchability and Toughness of a Self-Healable Polymer Hydrogel.
Supramolecular hydrogels that are assembled through dynamic host-guest interactions have presented apparent potential in the construction of materials with promising performance. Herein, a photoregulated hydrogel cross-linked by host-guest interactions with multifunctions of high stretchability, strong toughness, and rapid self-healing property is reported. The hydrogel exhibits unique light-responsive property due to the introduction of two photoisomerized groups. For example, the stress-strain curve of the original hydrogel indicates 1020% rupture strain with the maximum tensile strain value of 214 kPa. Upon 365 nm light irradiation for an hour, its tensile strain increases to 15 times with lower tensile stress indicating a better stretchability. Moreover, the hydrogel is photochromic and surface patternable, where it can reversibly switch color between luminous yellow and brown while exposed to 365 and 440 nm light irradiation. It holds great promise for applying in self-recovering optically controlled and labeled elastic mechanical materials.